
ENEMY AT THE GATE 

 
Germany is massively exposed to cyber-attacks. 

That is the result of a survey published by the Federal Office for Information Security - the BSI. 
The German government is very alarmed. Full BSI survey report here. 

The German BSI report stated that 32% of the surveyed companies had been infected with 
ransomware during the last six months. 

Companies of all sizes had been affected. 75% of malware attacks came via infected e-mail 
attachments. The impact was significant. 70% reported that individual workstations were 
infected whilst 22% suffered a considerable loss of IT infrastructure and 11% of the victims 
irretrievably lost important data. 

https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/BSI/Publikationen/Lageberichte/Lagebericht2015.pdf;jsessionid=FFF65B285DBB74C39861D611104E277E.2_cid359?__blob=publicationFile&v=4


"The results of the BSI survey show how many German 
companies are vulnerable to cyber-attacks as the 
current ransomware attacks sometimes cause 
substantial impairments of IT and to a company's 
business performance. If we want to fully exploit the 
potentials of digitalisation, then cyber security needs to 
be integrated into the risk management of the company.  

Cyber security is a top priority. " 

Arne Schönbohm, President of the Federal Office for 
Security in Information Technology (BSI). 

This is not just a German problem, as it effects all business and all industry operating in the 
'connected world' but German industry is definitely under siege. In February 2016 German 
security Company Heise reported that the malware ‘Locky’ had gone viral in Germany, 
spreading aggressively at a rate of 5000 infections per hour. 

Another BSI sponsored report highlighted areas of serious concern for e-connected 
organisations. 

The risk overview is described in the next graphic, which shows among others that the gap 
between blue (needed protection potential) and yellow (already existent risk potential) is 
alarming. 

Not one single branch has closed this gap, not even the financial sector (Banking and Insurance) 
is able to protect the servers with a zero gap outcome. 

 

The security gap is not the only challenge for Germany’s industry. Even if companies are willing 
to invest in IT – Security, the realization and implementation remains poor, as the next graphic 
demonstrates: Up to 65 % have problems in getting their IT protection systems running. These 
problems are getting worse, year on year. 

https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/Presse2016/Ransomware_Umfrage_27042016.html
https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/Presse2016/Ransomware_Umfrage_27042016.html
http://www.heise.de/security/meldung/Krypto-Trojaner-Locky-wuetet-in-Deutschland-Ueber-5000-Infektionen-pro-Stunde-3111774.html
https://www.slideshare.net/slideshow/embed_code/key/48vpS0JjvmkKlj


 
 

Last, but not least. the solution strategies offered today are the classic ones, and even the 
sophisticated strategies or technologies failed to secure the sensitive IT infrastructures 

  

 

From a strategic point of view, the next graphic may be the most important one: 

Nearly 63 % of all companies in Germany feel threatened by hacking attacks, sabotage or other 
IT risks. This reflects the giant demand for a solution. 

  



 
 

The German experience is being replicated, globally. Every hour of every day individuals, 
businesses and organisations are coming under cyber-attack, at an intensity never before 
seen.  

Cybercrime is the fastest growing industry on the planet with huge, relatively risk-free rewards 
for the criminals. In 2014 a McAfee report said that industry had lost $445 billion to criminals. 

One group of cyber criminals netted $30 million in 100 days as their CryptoLocker ransomware 
blackmailed victims into handing over the internet equivalent of cash – payment via bitcoin. 

Cybercrime is a relatively risk-free enterprise for the perpetrators. It is not kinetic, can be 
perpetuated from the other side of the planet and leaves no DNA trace. Almost the perfect 
criminal activity. 

However, it threatens and destroy lives (ransomware has repeatedly closed down hospitals) as 
well as causing financial losses, massive disruption and damage to businesses and enterprises 
worldwide. Consider which organisations have been attacked:  Anthem, Ashley Madison, 
Facebook, Google, the IRS, Lockheed Martin, Office of Personal Management, Primera, Sony 
etc., etc.  

Who carries the can?  

Responsibility is with the Directors. C-level executives need to be very aware as any blame will 
end up with them. In the most severe level, they may actually face legal action and end up in 
prison. 

 

 

 

http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-economic-impact-cybercrime2.pdf
http://thehackernews.com/2016/04/hospital-ransomware.html


Katherine Archuleta, the director of the US Office of Personnel Management (OPM), resigned 
after a data breach involving more than 20 million people. Target’s CEO Gregg Steinhafel, 
resigned following their breach and their CIO was rapidly replaced by Bob DeRodes an 
exec with a good information security pedigree. 

Directors need to understand that the ‘old’ methodology behind anti-virus software does not 
work. The current multi-layered approach of expensive bloatware covers only half the threat - 
on a good day. 
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